# New Standards for AI Safety

- Prioritize federal support for development & use of privacy-preserving techniques, research, & technologies (NSF, 120 days)
- Evaluate how agencies collect & use commercially available information (Relevant agencies, 180 days)
- Strengthen privacy guidance & use of privacy-enhancing technologies within federal agencies (NSF, 240 days)

# Protecting Americans’ Privacy

- Address algorithmic discrimination through guidance, training, and technical assistance, especially within the criminal justice system. (Asst. Attorney General in charge of Civil Rights Division to convene heads of federal civil rights offices, 90 days)

# Advancing Equity & Civil Rights

- Strengthen consumer protect against unfair and deceptive AI systems (FTC)
- Advance responsible use of AI in health and human services, including establishing a mechanism to report harms. (HHS, 180 days)
- Support & guide educators’ use of AI-enabled educational tools (Dept. of Education, 365 days)

# Standing Up for Consumers, Patients & Students

- Develop principles & best practices to mitigate the harms & maximize the benefits of AI for workers (Labor, 180 days)
- Produce report on AI’s potential labor market impacts & strategies for strengthening federal support for workers (Labor, 180 days)

# Supporting Workers

- Launch National AI Research Resource pilot to expand access to grants, compute resources, and data (NSF & relevant agencies, 90 days)
- Provide small businesses & entrepreneurs access to technical assistance & resources. (Commerce)
- Expand ability of highly skilled immigrants & nonimmigrants w/ expertise related to AI to study, stay & work in the USA. (State, 120 days)

# Advancing American Leadership Abroad

- Issue policy on agencies’ use of AI & responsible procurement (OMB, 270 days)
- Help agencies acquire AI through rapid & efficient contracting (OMB, 270 days)
- Establish AI & Technology Talent Taskforce (Asst. to President & Deputy Chief of Staff for Policy, OSTP, OMB, & Start Cyber Director, 45 days)
- Report hiring & (re)training of AI professionals in the federal government (OSTP & OMB 180 days)

# Ensuring Responsible & Effective Government Use of AI

- Issue policy on agencies’ use of AI & responsible procurement (OMB, 270 days)
- Accelerate development & implementation of AI standards (NIST, 270 days)
- Publish an AI in Global Development Playbook that promotes the rights-affirming development & deployment of AI abroad to solve global challenges (State, USAID & NIST, 365 days)
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**8 Priority Actions**

1. **New Standards for AI Safety**
2. **Protecting Americans’ Privacy**
3. **Advancing Equity & Civil Rights**
4. **Standing Up for Consumers, Patients & Students**
5. **Supporting Workers**
6. **Promoting Innovation & Competition**
7. **Advancing American Leadership Abroad**
8. **Ensuring Responsible & Effective Government Use of AI**